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making a difference

With donor support, We make a difference by enhancing kadlec’s ability to meet emerging health care needs.
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bill stahl, center, with family members annie stahl; dyan, evan, connor and
kelly Woodward; and billy, shelby and abby stahl.
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Dear Friends,
“Thank you!” This is an expression we use after every gift to Kadlec Foundation. In 2011, we had the opportunity to say thank you to more than
1,500 donors! We never get tired of saying “Thank you” and it comes from the heart every time. Many donors make an annual donation and
have done so for many years. Others are first time donors who became aware of the role of Kadlec in the region and want to lend support.
It is through each gift that we are able to fulfill our mission: “With donor support, we make a difference by enhancing Kadlec’s ability to meet
emerging health care needs.”
Between 2007 and 2009, the community contributed more than $7.4 million for a new pediatric center at Kadlec. In November 2009, the Don
and Lori Watts Pediatric Center opened and began providing care to children throughout the region. This is a significant realization of our mission.
In late 2010, the Foundation began a capital campaign to expand the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) at Kadlec. This project is being
driven by community need! Kadlec is home to the only Level III NICU in southeastern Washington and northeastern Oregon caring for the
region’s most fragile babies. This $10 million project will expand the NICU from 17 to 27 bassinets. It’s a close-to-home, high-level care facility
for families at a crucial time. At the end of 2011, the campaign crossed the halfway point of our goal. The current plan is to begin construction
by the end of 2012, with opening of the new NICU in early 2014.
I am privileged to serve as chairman of the Foundation Board of Trustees. This is a dedicated and hardworking group of community volunteers
scott butner, scott butner photography

who strive to fulfill our purpose.
Again, thank you for your outstanding commitment to Kadlec Foundation over the years. With your support, we will continue to make new
friends, meet new neighbors and engage new partners – and make a difference in the lives of families throughout the region.
Very truly yours,
William C. Stahl Jr.
Board of Trustees Chairman, Kadlec Foundation
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Friends
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making a difference

carol garlick
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iii unit in southeastern Washington and

as she held three tiny babies – triplets born at

northeastern oregon. the state approval also

kadlec and initially cared for in the neonatal

gave kadlec authorization to use another 12

intensive care unit (nicu) before being moved

bassinets for level ii care.

to the don and lori Watts pediatric center.

While the state approved additional

for carol, it is fragile, tiny babies such as

bassinets, lack of space in the current nicu

these, needing critical care close to home,

prohibited the necessary expansion. that’s

carol and her husband, george, hosted a

who inspired her to become the honorary

when kadlec foundation stepped in to

special guest last fall, the then-reigning

chairwoman of the kadlec foundation’s

spearhead a drive to raise the $10 million

miss america teresa scanlan. as a part of

fund drive to expand the nicu.

necessary to expand the nicu, and carol

that visit, the garlicks arranged for her to

became the effort’s honorary chairwoman.

visit kadlec and spend time with some of

“the care the nicu provides means so

kim fetrow, imageworks

richard dicken, tri-city herald

the expression on carol garlick’s face lit up

much to me,” said carol. “years ago, we

“there are so many families who we can

almost lost of one our sons. having the care

serve and who need the care we can

that he needed, when he needed it, made all

provide,” she said. “not just locally, but

the difference. We understand that.”

regionally. i have said that i will do whatever

in 2010, the Washington state department
of health approved the request by kadlec

they ask to help make the expansion of the
nicu a reality.”

the hospital’s young patients.
“as miss america, she served as an
ambassador for children’s miracle
network,” said carol. “We wanted her to
see the work that is taking place at kadlec
for our region’s children.
“she was overwhelmed at what takes place

to designate 15 of its nicu bassinets for

as a true friend of kadlec and the foundation,

level iii care – the highest level for the most

carol garlick continues to be an example of

“she loved all the children and we had to

critically ill infants. kadlec is the only level

making a difference in so many ways.

literally drag her away from the hospital.”
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at kadlec on an everyday basis,” said carol.
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since 2002, the tri-cities chapter of
project linus has delivered to kadlec
over 2,400 new, handmade and
washable security blankets to children
from birth to 18 who are severely ill or
traumatized.
hundreds of volunteers from
throughout the region make the
blankets; sometimes as many as three
or four work on a single blanket.
each month, the group distributes
blankets to the birthing center,
emergency department, pediatrics
and the nicu at kadlec.
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it is estimated that more than one in three
americans have below basic or basic health
literacy skills, have trouble reading or writing
above a third to fifth grade level, and are
challenged when it comes to effectively navigating all aspects of the health care system.
in an effort to help bridge this communication
gap, the united Way of benton and franklin
counties is promoting the use of the book
“What To Do When Your Child Gets Sick” and
the foundation board voted unanimously to
fund the initial purchase of 500 books.
the book uses short sentences to describe
50 common health problems for children
from birth to 8 years of age. It is filled with
illustrations and covers topics such as fever,
sore throat, cold and flu, and stomach pain.
For each condition it answers five questions:
What is it? What do i see? What can i do at

home? When do i call the doctor or nurse?
What else should i know?
in other communities, the book has been
effective. a study showed the book reduced
hospital emergency room visits by more than
50 percent and saved approximately $550
per family annually in medical expenses.
in the tri-cities, books purchased by kadlec
foundation will be distributed to new
parents by public health nurses, teen parent
programs and workshops.
“kadlec has always been very generous
in supporting the community,” said becky
gauthier, director of community solutions
with united Way. “With this contribution,
hundreds of parents will be able to be more
proactive in their children’s health, save
money and allow emergency rooms to take
care of real emergencies.”
it’s neighbors helping neighbors, even in
the nonprofit neighborhood, to make a
difference.
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imagine, your child is sick, but you don’t
know what to do. many parents are
challenged when it comes to dealing
with their children’s illnesses.

foundation board
member Jeremy
asmus and his
wife, Jeni, and
children, isaac
and shyla.
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Neighbors
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making a difference

steve and kathryn king
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Partners
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The dictionary defines “partner” as a person who
shares or is associated with another in some action or
endeavor. Another definition of partner could be as
simple as “steve and kathryn king.”
steve, an accountant by trade, first became involved
with kadlec foundation as a part of its planned giving
and finance committees. before long, he was asked
to be a member of the foundation board of trustees.
When the foundation began the fundraising effort to
build the don & lori Watts pediatric center, steve
got kate involved, too.

kim fetrow, imageworks

“We both believe in being active volunteers in our
community,” said kate, “and we chose this because
we had experienced a child being ill and needing
hospital care. We know how important it is to have
that critical care available in a community. We truly
believed in it, so it was easy for us to talk about it.”
they have also seen the importance of neonatal
intensive care (nicu), something one of their
grandchildren needed, so they are back supporting
the foundation’s campaign to expand kadlec’s nicu.
and, they are doing it in a unique way – by means
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of a charitable gift annuity.
“i am part of the group that presents the quarterly
foundation and healthy ages seminars regarding
end of life issues. i talk about tax issues and what
a person can do with charitable gifts,” said steve.
“kate and i planned to give a gift toward the nicu
campaign, so we decided to use one of the vehicles
i talk about in that seminar – the charitable gift
annuity. it’s a win-win for both the foundation and
Kate and I. We get the benefit of annuity payments
during our lifetime, while the foundation gets the
benefit of the gift. In a sense, it is a partnership.”
steve recently completed his service on the
foundation board of trustees, but he continues to
serve on the kadlec regional medical center board
as well as the kadlec health system board.

kadlec foundation
is fortunate to have
the support of many
community partners
who initiated
fundraising events
to support our work.
many thanks to chest
of hope, city church
and the trimble
family, mccurley
honda, project linus,
safe kids coalition,
tri-cities radio (94.9
the Wolf), Wsu
students led by pedro

“We believe this community needs high quality medical care,” said steve. “in order to attract and retain
top-notch physicians we need to have a top medical
center. it takes work to make that happen, and we
think it is important to be a part of those efforts.”

guajardo, and nicole

true partners, sharing in a noteworthy endeavor.

kadlec” drive.

renard, current
miss Washington’s
outstanding teen,
with her “coins for
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Making a difference...

DONOR DOLLARS AT WORK

thanks to our generous donors, kadlec
foundation was able to help thousands of
our neighbors get healthy, and stay healthy.

• completed second year of loan
payments for Pediatric Center with
donor pledges - $840,000

the following is a list of projects and programs supported by donor dollars in 2011:

• support for therapy services to attend
nicu educational conference to learn
latest treatment techniques for infants

• Solar Project – a multisensory device
for pediatric imaging patients
• Genetic Counseling Clinics from
seattle children’s hospital
• restock and replenish toys for pediatric
center
• complete funding for Period of Purple
Crying Program to educate parents and
prevent shaken baby syndrome

• 137 free mammograms for uninsured/
underinsured women in our community
• Upper cycle for arm exercise for
cardiopulmonary rehab patients
• Recumbent bike crosstrainer for
cardiopulmonary rehab patients

• American flags to honor deceased
Veterans
• DVD players for oncology patient rooms
• thousands of patient tote bags
• hundreds of gallons of gasoline, meal
vouchers, motel rooms and long
distance calling cards for patients and
families during time of their greatest
need thanks to our samaritan fund.

• Patient education booklets for
cardiopulmonary rehab patients

• “What To Do When Your Child Is Sick”
books

• 22 scholarships for students pursuing
health care careers

• iPad for distraction and education for
pediatric patients

• Mosaic artwork stands for planetree
path in sutch park
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• ongoing support for a Medical
Librarian position
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2011 donors

We are grateful to everyone who contributed to kadlec foundation. this list represents donations of $25
or more for the calendar year 2011. We have made every effort to list the donor information accurately.
Please call the Foundation office at (509) 942-2661 to notify us of any corrections that need to be made.

ramon bueno
dr. Jeremy blanchard
pamela arbuckle
robert bardsley
1st assembly church of god
Kate Buffington
lauren ashley blanco
christy arden
lucy barker
a-1 hospitality hotels, llc
garrett bunch
anton blaskan
anna arendell
suzanne barnes
aaron aardal
Janell bunch
William blevins
estela arias
Joel barnett
bonnie abbott
Wilbur & margaret bunch
margaret block
ronnie armstrong
lisa bartholomew
connie achord
bunch-finnigan appliances
tami block
susan arola
hank barthuly
laurie aden
m. Janelle burch
Warner blyckert
tamara arrotta
lori bartol
cathryn aeling
crystal burdo
debra bobbie
Janet artzer
erika barton
D. & L. Affleck
lisa burk
Jonn bodde
angela ashbeck
rodney barton
sandra Jean aguirre
laura
genelle burks
tera
lynn
boggs
Jeremy
&
Jennifer
asmus
narcisa
bateman
dennis aiken
michelle ann burnight
karen bohling
ron & tracey asmus
Battelle Pacific Northwest
tamara akers
chandra burns
tanya boman
brenda atencio
division
thomas akins
antoinette burnside
helen bonham
noble atkins, Jr.
curtis bauck
dr. michael albertini
neil burt
Jeannette book
atomic kettle korn, llc
tiffany bautista
bill alderson
alexis buschbach
rhonda borchers
grant & traci baynes
benjamin allen
James atterberry
tim & kathy bush
andrea borden
lois bean
hilarie allen
christine marie ausere
donna busness
Vikki born
John beard
dr. Jeffrey allgaier
doris ayres
angela butcher
nadezhda
borshch
earnace
beasley
krista allison
sharon ayres &
nicholas Jackson butler
bouten construction co.
lois beebe
Jessica almaguer
david bergland
michael butterworth
rosa maria bowling
l. marvin & Judy bell
sidney altschuler
amy axtman
michael button
michael braaten
leora belliston
erica alvarez
Joan babad
sandra button
phillip brackenbury
Benefit Partners
Joseph alvarez
babcock services, inc.
Jacqueline byrd
richard bradley
unlimited, inc.
leti amador
artem babiy
Judy byrne
erin bragg
sylvia benitez
delores aman
back to basics chiropractic
maria caballero
Jennifer bramhall
bennett bigelow &
Janelle amato
Victoria bailey
John
&
priscilla cadwell
sherri
brandhorst
leedom,
p.s.
nicole paige ames
nancy bainard
fran cain
george brandt
sheila bennett
benito amescua
lisa baird
racheal calaway
kenneth brandt
crystal lynn benson
lee andersen
baker boyer bank
david caldwell
owen bratvold
benton franklin county fair
sharlene andersen
david & June baker
dennis & tammy calkins
peter braun
liz berg
ladd anderson
peggy baker
lauanna callaway
brian, sue, & sam brendel
doug berger
michael anderson
stephanie baker
Jerry & gayla calvert
James david brigs, Jr.
Julia bergstrom
semone sara anderson
balance chiropractic
kelly camastral
nancy briggs
Jeanne berkey
steve & kelli anderson
& massage
chelene campbell
shelly brigham
elizabeth berrones
Warren andresen
dora baldwin
sean campeau
Janet brinkerhoff
bernita berry
clarence andrews
angela ball
audrey canady
christine brinton
keith berry
kathryn andrews
marvin ball*
Wende Wubbena carlisle
lindy leah brooks
robert berry
paul anguiano
sarah ball
becki carlson
avil brooksher
susan berry
John anicetti
bonnie ballard
rodney carlson
margaret brower
kayleen beyers
stacie ankrom
Janice ballard
richard & Jane carlton
margaret brown
don biersner
anonymous (we give
lillian baltazar
carr farms, llc
mari-alice brown
Wellman biglin
because we care)
bank of america
gail brownsworth
cassandra bilodeau
hannah patricia anthony
bank of america
gary carr
ellen bruggeman
adrienne birdsell
anthony’s restaurants
matching gifts
amy & Joe carrasco
Mila Brumfield
dana blacketer
apollo sheet metal, inc.
banner bank
kelly carrick
Joann bryant
pattie blakeman
arbor healthcare for Women
mindy barber
anne carroll
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emerson clark
robert carrs
Jeffrey & robbey clark
irving (red) carson
leslie clark
richard carstens
miranda clark
oliver carver
lorraine clark-sako
Vicky carwein &
debra clawson
William andrews
gene claybrook
david case
doug & nancy cleavenger
charla casey
mary helen cliff
elizabeth casey
nichole clifford
roger casey
Warren clifford
rosa casillas
glenda clyde
lydia castillo
cna foundation
melissa castillo
John coates
a. lee & betty celski
sarah coates
manuel cervantes
angie cobb
mary ceto
Jonathan craig coddington
ch2mhill prc
lorie coleman
marcus chalmers
columbia basin college
Janice chamberlain
columbia basin
frances chambers
hematology & oncology
stephanie chandler
columbia basin imaging, pc
Judy chang
angela leigh chapla
columbia community church
glenn chapman
columbia energy and
Justin chapman
environmental services, inc.
dr. Wing chau
Joanne colvin
dr. hannan chaugle
harriet colwell
Jesus chavez
community first bank
martha chavez
michelle compton
lila chenault
leola condotta
anne cheney
hoa contang &
elizabeth cheney
phan nguyen
chest of hope tri-cities
clyde conklin
lisa choi
patricia conklin
courtney christensen
madelyn conliffe
kathy christensen
barbara connell
larry & kathi christensen
kathryn & keith conrad
dr. ed & mary alice
Judith cook
christopherson
christy cooper
dr. Jimmy chua
Jerry cooper
lucy chubb
lea ann corder
sabra ciccone
dr. & mrs. Juan cordero, Jr.
John cimmiyotti
mejrema cordic
claar cellars
Walteen & John corson
deborah clark
mona cortez

chong cosbodillo
deborah couch
thomas & karen cowan
deborah cox
courtney michelle craig
laura crawford
lori crockett
gina cronrath
John crook
thomas crosier
david cross
marta sue crouse
Jay colegio cruto
nat cruzen
crystal clear auto glass
maria cuellar
Jeff cunningham
John cunningham
helen curd
l. annette currey
curtis group architects
brad curtis
irene curtis
Jeannette curtis
adam czmowski
nancy dahlberg
amber dailey
carol darley dow
briana dauenhauer
margie davidson
norma davidson
Victoria davies
debbie davis
hope (betsey) davis
isabel davis
lee davis
Jodi dayton
tamara dean
mary dearborn
monte decker
tammy deery
christine deleon
robin delorenzo
Jessie demarais
traci demarco
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consuela egbert
charles fick
Joyce demarest
roland & suzanne ehlers
dr. albert fiedler
pamela dempewolf
phillip elgert
mary fields
James deneen
harold eliasen
Virginia fields
barbara deobald
ken eliason
ronda Julia finley-burton
angie deranleau
J. lynette ellingson
mary Jean fischer
brenna destito
heather elliott
pamela fiskum
Jayson dick
rossi elliott
tiffany flagger
dr. donald dicken
brian ellis
patricia flanigan
marylu dickey
dana ellis
dr. frank & geri fleming
michele & mike dickinson
patrick ellsworth
rachel fleshman
olinda diebel
robert ellsworth
ronne fletcher
Joseph diedrich
mark ellwein
Jan flowers
lisa dimond
kathy elmgren
hermine fordham
audra distifano
emerald automation, llc
myrna forester
shaundra dixon
Jerianne fowler
William hoke dluhosh
energy solutions
kristen & patrick fox
kasia anna dockendorff
dawn michelle english
patricia frank
steven & pamela doctor
kenneth enox
sarah fransler
Joan doherty
epic systems corporation
lynell franta
Jennifer dollina
anita eppich
fraternal order of eagles
nanette domenici
fadel erian
stacy freel
Jason don
russell & marva ericksen
dorothy freeman
graham dorland
bonnie ervin
lana freeman
charles downen
dorothy escobar
priscilla freeman
amy downey
gretchen eslick
frog hollow band
kira downing
estate of daisy craddock
Walter frohn
debra downs
estate of
charlie fry
deanna dreier
henry & alice tessitore
christie fry
douglas driver
terre estes
rebecca fuller
barbara droddy
estherbrook, inc.
Janice & John fulton
gene dudley
natalie eubanks
ricky gable
linda dukelow
chuck evans
Jan gafford
laura duncan
david & rosemary evans
howard & letha gaines
robert duncan
shawna evans
stacie lynne gainey
Jeannine dupuis
cindy fabela
amy lynn gaither
Violet duran
meg fallows
sandra galat
dura-shine clean
Joanne fankhauser
kenneth gale
troy dyal
patricia faragher
bernardo gallegos
earl eastman
robert farmer
mary ganguet
John ebberson
mr. & mrs. donald farquhar
dr. gib garberg
lee ebbeson
John fastabend
aspasia & levi garcia
tina eckman
Victoria faurholt
sylvia garcia
loren eddy
barbara fecht
trina garcia
teresa eddy
frank feder
lori gardner
cara edens
harold fedick
sally gardner
James & nancy edgar
edna felix
carol & george garlick
edward Jones
heather ferritto
christopher garratt
thomas edwards
dr. matthew fewel
garrett electric
eg photography
mike feyes
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patrice gates
angela gatherum
carol gaulke
laura gaulke
kris gauntt
Wendy gehrig
Vernice gehrke
ann gejewski
georgette george
angela rene gettmannhunt
dr. dany ghannam
michael gibb
tammi Joy gibbar
stephanie gibson
richard gierth
robert giesbredht
erich giese
Janell & brian giever
karen gifford
heather gilbert
robert gilliam
diane gilmore
b. Jean gire
ryan glatt
gary & cheryl glines
Jacqueline godfrey
david goering
aldijana gogic
Judith golberg
baldomero gomez
elizabeth gomez
leonila gonzales
alberto gonzalez
paula gonzalez
raeshelle goodluck
diane goodnight
dick goranson
denise gossman
donna goude
douglas & bettina gourley
denise grady
scott graham
Jennifer grant
lanorah gray
melvin gray
samantha lee gray
franklin grayson
ruth grazzini

merville greemidge
Jade greene
bradford gregory
Jessica gregory
kathleen gregory
robert gretzinger
Janet Griffin
Andrea Griffitts
david grossarth
paula grunenfelder
Joan guercia
felix guerra
luz guerra
dolores guidry
marla gurr
carl gustafson
Jenelle lee guthrie
marion guthrie
Jessica marie haakenson
Dean Habberfield
danielle haberkorn
noelia haberling
aida habiby
nanette hachigian
amy haddox
morris hagemeister
kimberly hager
rachel hahn
randal hale
anita hall
Jim & stacey hall
John hall
sarah hall
karl & patsy hamann
hames anderson &
Whitlow, p.s.
maureen hamilton
robert hamm
rebecca hammons
Julia & doug hamrick
francine handy
donald hanna
alexandra hansen
eldon hansen
Johnean hansen
molly hansen
kara hanson
hapo credit union
Jelena harah

ana hernandez
charles harai
Juan hernandez
robert harinca
leonor hernandez
donald harkness
melissa hernandez
caralyne harmon
leslie ann herndobler
cory harper
marlena herrera
karen harper
elaine hetherington
kelly & kirk harper
bethamie hewitt
paulette harper
teal block hewitt
timothy harper
John hibbard
carol harris*
Jennifer ann hibbert
darla marie harris
roy hickox
erica harris
brer lee hickson
harold harris
heidi hill
spencer harris
katherine hill
angela harrison
leonila hill
helene harris-stephens
gail hills
richard hart
charles hirai
annee hartzell
melissa hirano
gary harvey
Verla hirsch
harvey-monteith insurance
cara hitt
dennis & shirley haskins
hoang’s saigon restaurant
kay hass
marian hoare
linda & roger hastings
francis hocevar
tracy hasty
Joseph hockersmith
Jennifer haugen
david hoekema
brad hawk
dr. dale hoekema
deborah hawkins
aaron hoffmann
diane & larry hawkins
peggy hoggarth
don & barbi hawkins
michael hogue
karen hayes
sharon holeman
Wilhelmina hayes
dale hollandsworth
bill haynes
Jenifer hollenbeck
lisa hazzard
dan holloway
Winnifred heaps
John holmes
freeda hecker
sharon hoofard
lynette hedden
claude & ora houghtaling
amy hegarty
david hovde
Joan heineman
amy hoyt
maria heineman
trishia huck
dietrich hellfeldt
margi
hughes
bret helms
karen humbert
marc henderson
kristine humphrey
Jeff hendler
leola humphrey
James hendricks
andrew hunt
tom hendrickson
mary hunt
henningsen cold storage
michael huppe
keith hergesheimer
terri hurlbut
linda hergesheimer
krishauna hursh
senairene herlevi

Wayne huss
christin hutchcraft
barbara hutler
tom* & dixie hutson
laurie hutton
brigette hymas
leslie Jo ilg
imageworks
incyte pathology
carol ines
inX, inc.
Virginia iten
linda Jackson
michelle Jackson
Jack-son’s sports bar &
restaurant
carol Jacobs
Jan & al Jacobs
Jim lee James
steven James
rene Janke
brittany Jankov
michael Jansky
sue Janysek
suzanne Jaquish
Jeanne Jelke
karen Jenkins
nena Jenkins
glenna Jenks
kameron Jenks
leslie Jensen
John Jeskey
sharon Jetton
peggy Jewett
timothy Jimerson
Jingle bell run
steven Johannis
betty Johnson
candy Johnson
catherine Johnson
deborah Johnson
debra Johnson
evelyn Johnson
helen Johnson
Jeff Johnson
keith & lois Johnson
lachelle Johnson
lavonne Johnson
nikki Johnson
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shandra Johnson
laurie Johnston
travis ray Johnston
arlene Jones
dallas Jones
aletta Jordan
kristi Jordan
khristina Judy
Josette Julio
charlene Julkowski
kadlec auxiliary gift shop
kadlec auxiliary, inc.
kadlec clinic
kadlec medical associates
kadlec neuroscience center
kadlec regional medical
center
terry kaler
brian kawaguchi
tom kawauchi
dirk & mary kayser
kristen keefe
michael keiter
pete kelley
thomas kelley
shelley & keith kennedy
kennewick police dept.
Valerie kenny
betty kent
dr. elton kerr
kathy kesler
keybank
barbara kibble
kidz dig rigz
holly kimmell
kathleen kindall
neil king
steven & kate king
donna kingma
kings of hot dogs, llc
nancy kinney
maricel kinnison
shannon kinnunen
stephanie kirschman
kiwanis club of richland
tracie klander
dr. roger klein
edward klein
deborah kleinknecht

katie kleven
celestine kloehn
bryan kluherz
doretta knight
knights of columbus
monty knittel
tammy knotts
amy kochel
ryan koleber
olaf kolzig
melanie koon
divna kosjerina
cynthia koski
daniel koszczewski
John kozlik
bryan kraai
florence kraemer
kevin robert kramer
robert krebs
sarah krebs
susan & dennis kreid
faye krell
Virginia krueger
nancy krupin
irina krutova
hannah kuhn
Joanne kuhn
dragana kvesic
larue chester
tiffany monique labat
patricia lacey
l.r. ladouceur
Jehawn lambert
lisa marie lamkin
fred lamothe
mary lamothe
rae lane
rene lynn lane
denise lang
mandy lang
marietta langevin
debra kay langston
raul lara
steven larrabee
marsha & chip larson
larsonallen
cecil laughery
Jane laulainen
Jay lavender
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John & merle lavender
maria lopez-maciel
mary lawler
lori lott & greg anderson
gloria lawrence
gary & cathy louie
catherine lawson
lucas engineering &
michael lawson
management services, inc.
dottie leach
deborah lucas
Judy leader
Jean lucas
kenneth leaf
sherri luce
Wendy ledgerwood
dr. lynn lundrigan
shirley ledoux
martin lutz
ellen leduc
angie lynch
kathleen ledwick
patricia lyons
dr. benson lee
sabrina macalister
dr. James leedy
nicola mackan
stacey lemire
christina mackey
stephan lenz
george mackie
chester lepinski
W. kent madsen
leanne leroux
trisha maestas
leslie smith & assoc., llc
Vincent magallon
cassandra magee
amy lettau
angela mager
david lewis
dustin mager
doris lewis
patrick mahoney
adriana leyva
timothy mahoney
life planning services, inc.
gita maiti
david lilly
bruce makenas
harold lindberg
cassie lynn malecha
allen lindsay
dr. hugh & carol maloney
greg linklater
delores malott
susan arlene linn
raymond mandigo
ting-yi lin-Zito
ashlee mandrell
kathleen lipp
roger alan mann
david & emily lippes
mary Jo manning
becky littke
Vanessa manthos
Dorothy Littlefield
gloria manzano
tefna litzenberger
debra mapstead
colleen lloyd
Wayne mapstead
Virginia locke
tony marlow
lockheed martin
dr. kevin marsh
gayle lockwood-gibson
cindy martin
kayci loftus
dan & karen* martin
erin logan
Jason laVern martin
gearard lomas
Jennie martin
arin long
elsa martinson
susan long
cheri marusa
anthony longanbach
betty maryott
lois longmeier
cindy mashburn
erin looney
richard masias
debbie lopez
samantha mason
tiffany ann lopez

lula mathews
fred & June mathiesen
marlys mayer
Mari Mayfield
Janice mays
cecilia mccartney
ryan allan mccauley
steven mcclary
frances mccolley
Jonathan mccune
mccurley integrity dealership
mason & danielle mccurley
William& Victoria mccurley
kathleen mcdowell
richard mcfall
troy mcgowan
tara mcgrew
Jeremiah mcguire
robert mcintyre
betty mckay
cynthia mckay
denis mckee
alton mckennon
roger mckenzie
lee mckewen
ann mckibbin
Vivian & scott mckinlay
eleanor mclane
greg mclellan
William ed mcmillen
corinne mcmullin
Joyce mcmurphy
maria mcdonald mcnamara
denise mead
Veronica meaders
Jena medaris-Ward
ronda medina
medline industries
Julie & colton meek
marianne meeuwsen
elma mehinovic
nola meichle
Meier Architecture •
engineering
ben melton
merry mercer
dr. david & Janice merkley
todd christopher merkley
bonnie merrick

Merrifield & Associates, Inc.
merrill lynch
audree merritt
christopher mertens
Victor merth
charles metully
meyer, fluegge &
tenney, p.s.
We salute all
mike meyer
those who have
donald & marti meyers
susan middlemas
contributed time, energy
kristy midkiff
don miksch & linda moran
and resources as a part of
nevenka milardovic
madelyn miles
the kadlec auxiliary
paul miles
during
its over 60 years
christopher miller
george miller
of service to kadlec.
Jessica miller
kathy miller
ken & karen miller
in just the past 15 years,
miller, mertens, comfort, &
the kadlec auxiliary has
Wagar, pllc
marissa millhollen
donated over $1 million
heather mills
kimberly milum
to
kadlec foundation. in
mirage pool & spa
miranda treats sno shack
addition, just one of its
diane & richard mirosh
services, hospital sewing,
mission support alliance, llc
betty mitchell
saves kadlec about
cari mitchell
nadine mitchell
$100,000 per annum in
teresa mitchell
matthew moeller
outsourcing. Without a
Bill & Jeanne Moffitt
doubt, that’s making a
angela & patrick mohondro
moloney + o’neill
difference!
We thank you.
gary momberg
lisa monk
kathleen monroe
linda monroe
in kind gifts
keith moon
alicia lewis
cathy bliss
monica moore
nbs promos
marjorie cable
karen morales
project linus
debra duran
andrew moreno
swiftwater cellars
dutch bros. coffee
morgan stanley smith
mike & shannon truex
cami eastep
barney, llc
lanni & mary Weaver
goose ridge estate Winery
doug moser
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muriel sears
nancy russell
Wendy richards
mary poynor
cindy payne
betty norton
leon mosio
seattle children’s hospital
Rufino Saba
gerald richardson
Juan pozos
deanna marie payne
paul nussbaum
moss adams, llp
sam secolo
safe kids coalition
richland police department
lawrence pranikay
charles arthur pearce
dale oakley
darlene mowery
howard seely
george saito
(d squad)
randy lee presnell
keith pearce
gabrielle oakley
agnes mowry
Jason seeman
mirna salas
mary rider
lisa price
david pearson
Joshua oakley
mr. pro’s original philly
marlin sekutera
angie salazar
henry rieck
noel price
Jennifer pederson
dr. gregory & marta oberg
cheesesteaks
mark selthofer
mario saldana
matthew & diedre
ted price
daryl pelletier
melanie o’brien
cindy mulderig
maria serrano
Judith sall
riesenweber
prigge chiropractic
brenda Jane pen
roseanne o’brien
nancy mulderig
shannon
shade
cheryl
salomone
Winette
riesenweber
elbert
proctor
benita pena
lois ochs
scott mulkey
pamela shadle
renee sams
kimberly ringo
progressive machine, inc.
erika penney
octopus’ garden
salvador muniz
nichole sharp
dr. J. ted & melody samsell
kathy rither
chris & susan protzman
earl penor
marvin oliver
dr. douglas murdock
kimberly shaw
bud samsow
dave & Janice roach
William prue
tiana penor
connie olsen
Jessica murphy
gail shelton
ernesto sanchez
Jerry & maria roach
evelyn pryce
dr. robert perkes
linda olsen
eileen murphy-fitch
mike shelton
karolyn sand
david robbins
alida pryor
billie perkins
barbara olstad
tory analta myers
dale shepherd
robert sand
andrea roberts
stephanie putnam
helen perl
Jeremy o’niel
John naccarato
kim sherman
amanda sanders
harold roberts
alyson pyles
adele perrault
Jack oppelt
sue nagamoto
Jolene shields
dorothy
sanders
lauri
roberts
Quorum
health
resources
nikki perry
donna osborne
soma nandy
Joann shults
rhonda lavern sanders
randal roberts
deby rada
kathleen peters
monnie osowski
national healing corp.
shelli sickler
gary sandhu
Julia robertson
Jacob radke
len & georgiana peters
nikki ostergaard
david & sally nearing
daniel silinovich
debra sappington
terri robertson
dr. thomas rado
James & connie ostrander petersen hastings investethel neilson
Jessica sillinovich
roberto saucillo*
Jennifer robinson
laurie ralenkotter
ment management, inc.
nancy oten
darrell nelson
Jennifer simper
mary sauers
kristy lynn robinson
todd ralenkotter
celine petersen
shannon ouderkirk
marjorie nelson
michelle sizemore
Jaymee lee saunders
Jack rocker
michael ramage
dr. daniel petersen
dr. shad outsen
michael Vernon nelson
roger skaggs
lane
&
Jill
savitch
connie rodriguez
kristin deeon ramos
gary & margaret petersen
mathilda owens
richard & Janice nelson
shirley skelly
patty schaefer
edna rodriguez
nicol ramsey
gerald peterson*
laurie page
rosalie nelson
Wanda rae skoog
glenna schalasky
sam rodriquez
michelle rand
Jamie peterson
tiffany paine
susan nelson
brenda sloan
dawn schlien
Joshua roe
nina ransier
Joseph peterson
mark & beverly panther
toni ann nelson
pat & rich slocum
maurice schmidli
danny rogers
sumalee ransier
laura peterson
susan papac
agnes neu
amanda smiley
leverl & roni schmidt
kelly rogers
Wendy rash-simpson
Judith & James petitmermet
rosalie papp
Julieta neumeyer
danielle smith
melanie schmitt
laura rogers
nicole rask
lyne pettett
ernest paradis
david newbry
dolores smith
Valerie schmitt
pamela rogers
dione rasmussen
m. pam phillips
paragon corporate housing
heather newell
duane smith
crystal
schott
robert rogers
edna raszler
donna phipps
rosa pardo
raymond newhouse
Joseph smith*
heather
schreiner
doak
rokey
Ward
rathbone
physicians insurance
delise pargmann
patty newton
karlie smith
Jill rae schroder
karen rokey
niki & cody ratliff
mary lee pickett
tamara parisio
hoi nguyen
liane smith
dr. Jeff & sheila schroeder
richard romanelli
susan ratliff
mark pierce
christine marie parker
dr. Jourdan & lisa nicholls
madeline smith
mary schubert
Jason rose
dr. neil & christine rawlins
paul pietrzak
Jennifer rose parker
matthew nicholson
mary k. smith
alicia schulz
mary rosen
mitchell rawlins
christy pinola
kelsi parker
Jo lea nickerson
mary m. smith
kathy schumacher
ryan rosenkranz
amanda reeder
pioneer beverage, inc.
patricia parker
heidi marie nielson
michelle smith
shanna schumacher
Jack ross
analisa reeder
kathy ann piper
Jamie parks
tim & Joelle nies
peter smith
betty schumann
lindsey ross
irvin reep
david & kathy pisarcik
christopher & Janet
tadao nishioka
sarah smith
deanna
schuster
robert
rosselli
rebecca
reeves
dave
poe
parmentier
leland nitteberg
stephen smith
betty schwartz
Joan ruby
brooke reiland
garda polson
marysol parrish
albert noonan
Jessica smity
dr. ronald e. schwartz
sada & chris ruby
cynthia reimer
carolyn pope
nancy parsons
edward nordquist
erica snell
kimberly schwartz
trent rucker
William reinig
ray pope
martha parthree
northwest cpa group pllc
amy snider
maria schwegel
John rumble
anne rettig
nathan porter
anita pascual
northwest emergency
eugene, sunnie, & trey scott dr. richard & mary snitily
leland rupel
alicia reyes
gerald posakony
dr. arunbhai patel
physicians of teamhealth
dr. ron & sandy snyder
kathie scott
Wendy rush
dennis reynolds
patricia potter
ruth patterson
northwest medstar
leah snyder
laura scott
elizabeth rushing
Jennifer reynolds
lura powell & art king
Jessie paxton
northwest technical
robert soderquist
anthony
searls
amber
marie
russell
sheryl
rhodes
marcia
powers
bryan payne
resources, inc.
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sodexo
tracey sorensen
paula soria
sandra soulek
barbara sowell
melissa spang
Ward spear
beverly spencer
stan spohr
sporthaus
maire elizabeth springer
lorin st. John
st. patrick’s school
susan stafford
bill & annie stahl
belinda stairs
bonnie stalder
roberta Jae stalder
gayle staley
bernadette stanley
brenda stansbery
susan stapleton
david & laura stark
norma stark
William starke
megan starkey
Janet steele
phyllis steele
sandy steele
cindy stefanski
larry stephenson
randy stevens
sandra stevens
rebecca stevenson
susan stevenson
carri stewart
dot & bob stewart
kim stewart
lisa stewart
eugene & patricia stokes
robert story
richard stout
debbie lee stovall
clarence strand
colleen strand
Jana beth strange
donna strasser
becky strode
Joan stucki
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kadlec foundation

robin sturgeon
pete sturza
david styris
cassie suarez
arthur sullivan
donald sump
Sun Pacific Energy
nellie sutton
heather swayze
denise sweeden
donald sweepe
traci swett
John switzer
eleanor swoboda
larry syverson
darren szendre
tony tahvili
anthony tanega
oksana tarasova
bernice taylor
robert taylor
dr. edward & liz temple
testcomm, llc.
tetra tech ec
charles tharp
the beverly J. Jewell
memorial foundation
amy thomas
cristina dawn thomas
neil thomas
carol thompson
harold thompson
Jennifer thompson
esther thornhill-clark
donald thornton
darel thorsen
tiffany thorson
three rivers community
foundation
sara thul
tammy tolar
brooke torrence
ana patricia torres
olga torres
tina torricellas
dr. Ziga tretjak
tri-cities area Journal of
business
tri-cities battery inc.

tri-city industrial
clarine Watkins
tridec
sandie Watkins
sandra trine
thomas Watkins
thelma triplett
michelle Watt
tara trull
april Watts
roger trullinger
cloid Watts
don & lori Watts
dr. William & gladystrzcinski
doug Watts
senaid tubic
meghan & donnie Watts
paul & rozanne tucker
ralph Watts
Jennifer tulloch
pamela Way
dr. kevin turner
everett Weakley
stephen turner
gary Webb
mike & michelle tvedt
ellen Weber
dan & Jerry tyler
debra Webster
phyllis tyndall-clark
elmo & Violet Weeks
cJ udell
barbara Weissenfels
c. John umbarger
debra Wells
emily unruh
evelyn Wells
nashay upchurch
lois Wells
tara urso
matthew Wells
Jerusha elaine utley
yvonne Wells
kathleen utz
Jennifer Weltz-horpedahl
elisabet Van swam
lori Wenner
harold & dorothy Van tuyl
gene Werst
darleen Vander malle
Western states insurance
mark Vander malle
Westinghouse
William & Vickie Vaught
nicki Wharton
anton Veirup
charles & evelyn Whipple
rick Venable
roger Whitacre
ginger Vetrano
elaine White
magdalena Villarreal
Jerry & amy White
emily Volland
mary White
frank Vollert
tamra laree White
ivy Waddell
Jack Whitley
Walgreens
sonya Whitmore
James Walker
allen Wichtendahl
terry Walker
don & Virginia Wick
evelyn Walkley
dean Wilcox
Walla Walla general hospital
katrina Wilde
debra Wallace
elizabeth Wiley
marlo lynett Wallace
mrs. William Wiley
glenda Walsh
don & carolyn Williams
thomas Walter
gayle Williams
charles Walters
monique Williams
Janis Ward
theora Williams
nanci Warner
harold Williamson
Washington river protection
Joellen Willis
solutions
brian Wilson
chealeen Wasney
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patricia Wilson
sandra Wilson
shawndell & todd Wilson
harold Winchester
myra Winckler
Windermere foundation
William & carol Wingo
robert & susan Winslow
kathryn Winsor
christopher Wise
patti ann Wiseman
ralph Wiseman
palon Wiser
bob Wisler
amber Wissenbach
barbara Wodehouse
gary Wold
anthony & nora Wolf
Jennae Wolf
Jerry & Janee Wolf
mary Wolfe
dr. gene Wong
davidson & susan Wood
melvin Woodman
katheryn Woodward
nikki Worley
rand & gaynell Wortman
catherine Wright
Wsu tri-cities
david Wyatt
tana Wyrick
esmeralda yanez
ymca
young professionals of
tri-cities
ariel young
patsy young
tracy young
elaine yunker
James Zachrison
Jessica Zackula
billy Zamudio
elaine Zeiler
Johnica Zenda
mary frances Zeuge
dr. hui-Juan Zhang
maggie Zieske
lorna Zooley
paulette Zuehlke
* deceased

2011 Board of Trustees

Chair
bill stahl

Vice Chair
mike tvedt
Past Chair
anthony Wolf
Secretary
lori lott
Treasurer
steven king
Auxiliary Representative
david nearing

Emeritus
Walteen corson
irene y. curtis
susan kayser

Members
Jeremy asmus
grant baynes
Judy chang
John crook
michele dickinson
peggy Jewett
gloria Johnson

shelley kennedy
pat lacey
dottie leach
gary louie
carlos martinez
mason mccurley
mark panther
rich slocum
dick snitily, dc
dot stewart
William trczinski, md
mary Volpentest
meghan Watts

Foundation Staff
Executive Director
larry christensen

Major Gifts Officer
doug higgins

Campaign Manager
linda moran

Administrative Assistant
anali chavez

the foundation work highlighted in this annual report is only
possible with donor support. if you would like to learn more about
the ongoing efforts of kadlec foundation, or make a gift online,
we invite you to visit our webpage at www.kadlec.org or call our
office at (509) 942-2661. We also encourage
you to become a friend on facebook at
www.facebook.com/kadlecfoundation.
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Thank you

Veer.com

for making a difference
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888 swift boulevard | richland, Wa 99352
(509) 942-2661 | www.kadlec.org
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